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Review No. 46936 - Published 15 Nov 2004

Details of Visit:

Author: LeedsPaul
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: 10/11/04 8pm
Duration of Visit: 2hrs
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.melanie-escort.com/

The Premises:

Hotel.

The Lady:

As on her site. Very pretty face too.

The Story:

Her website and especially some of the pics had made her my number 1 choice for an evening in
Aberdeen where I had to go on business. Initial contact by e-mail, fixed a date and she gave me her
number to confirm on the day.
She arrived spot on time and I was delighted to find that she has a beautiful face as well as a
fabulous body. A drink and a chat and a kiss and before I know it I?m being blown through my
trousers and worried about lasting past the first post. The plain wrapper Melanie had arrived in was
removed to reveal black undies, stockings, thigh high suede boots and a lacy item that stayed on
when most everything else had been removed. Melanie was superb ? has a real sense of what to
do and where to go and when to do it. She gives the best head I have ever had and was such an
experience that I shall not only never forget it but will be looking forward to it all the way ?till next
time. The rest of the details will stay in my memory but none disappointed. I never felt hurried in fact
I never felt anything other than passion. Melanie aroused it in me and certainly seems to be
genuinely enjoying her side of the proceedings.

As a result of an activity to which I am sworn to secrecy I have had to think of a name for my silver
Churchill cigar case. I think I am going to call him Gerard.

I know that Aberdeen is a long way but Melanie does get a bit further south occasionally if you
check her site. I get to go to Aberdeen every 6 months on business and I know that the first booking
I make next time won?t be the hotel.
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